Dear John and Krista:

On behalf the ALAO 2007 Conference Program Committee, I would like to thank you for your participation at the 2007 ALAO Conference. Overall, the response from the attendees concerning the programming was very positive. You contribution to the success of the conference is most appreciated.

Ratings:
Excellent: 19
Good: 9
Fair: 1

Comments:

Very useful info -- something I'm working on now so it was great to hear another perspective. Effective presentation I may try to get this started at my library Excellent presentation. Thorough with good stats Well organized, great handout! Loved the two perspectives. Will try to implement a similar program @ my library. Fresh topic. It's not unfamiliar, but isn't often seen This was a great idea for me and my students because many of them come from poorer communities Gave all the nuts & bolts regarding setting up system AND the pitfalls Very inspiring program Timely topic; great job Of interest because of legislation. Let's talk @ e-textbooks Excellent. They made it sound easy to do and an excellent thing to do for out students. I will be taking this ideas back to my college. Very useful to hear how these folks initiated and implemented their TOR program. Great handout.
I enjoyed learning about their first-hand experience starting up their textbooks on reserve programs Great ideas. I'm going to try to get this implemented at our library this year. Thanks for the info! Heard this one before. It was better this time. Very good! Very well organized. Enough time to have all needed information presented. Handout was very helpful.
Well organized & informative

Stephena
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